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ABSTRACT 

This article represents the communicative competence developed within 
tasks presented in the textbook Linked to the World 3 viewed from the theory of 
communicative competence proposed by Celce Murcia. The objectives of the 
research are to analyze the communicative competence developed towards 
listening tasks, speaking tasks, reading tasks, writing tasks, and analyze to what 
extent the tasks in the textbook meet the criteria of communicative competence.  
The writer employs descriptive analysis. The data of the research are the tasks 
presented in the textbook Linked to the World 3. Whereas the data source is the 
textbook being researched, Linked to the World 3 written by F. A. Soeprapto and 
Mariana Darwis.  

Having analyzed the textbook, the researcher comes to the conclusions as 
follows: the communicative competence developed in the listening task contains 
discourse competence and linguistic competence. The communicative competence 
developed within the speaking task covers all five aspects of communicative 
competence namely the discourse competence, linguistic competence, actional 
competence, strategic competence, and socio-cultural competence. The 
communicative competence developed in the reading task involves discourse 
competence, linguistic competence, and actional competence. Furthermore, the 
writing tasks of the textbook also give the students chance to build discourse 
competence, linguistic competence, and actional competence. Regarding the 
details of communicative competence developed within the four language skills, 
the textbook Linked to the World 3 has facilitated the development of 
communicative competence in good level. 

Keywords: suitability, task, communicative competence 
  

1. Introduction 

The use of textbook is undoubtedly necessary in the teaching and 

learning process. Kim and Hall (2002) as quoted by Vellenga (http://tesl-

ej.org/ej30/a3.html) state that textbook plays an important role in English 
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Language Teaching (ELT), particularly in the English as a Foreign Language 

(EFL) classroom where it provides the primary (perhaps only) form of 

linguistic input. Commercial textbooks, however, can seldom be used without 

some form of adaptation to make them more suitable for the particular 

context in which they will be used. To do so, textbook evaluation is 

paramount.  

Marlevy (2002: 1) argues that mastering the grammar and lexicon of a 

language is not sufficient for using a language to achieve ends in social 

situation. Consequently, a textbook should not only be designed to give 

exposure on grammar and vocabulary, since putting language in the 

perspective of communication means viewing language as a means of getting 

along with others, that is, to make one a part of a society. Within this 

tradition, the combination of knowledge and skills that enable someone to 

communicate in language is called communicative competence. Celce-

Murcia’s model of communicative competence (http://elechina.super-

red.es/celce-murcia.pdf) proposes five types of communicative competence: 

linguistic competence, actional competence, sociocultural competence, 

strategic competence, and at the heart of the model is discourse competence. 

Evaluating textbook by using the theory of communicative competence by 

Celce Murcia will be beneficial to provide such details of competence being 

developed within task.  

Regarding the above explanatory ideas the writer formulates the 

problem statement of this research “Are the tasks in the textbook Linked to 

the World 3 designed to develop the students’ communicative competence?” 

The study is limited only to the tasks found in the textbook Linked to the 

World 3 used in senior high school. 

The objective of the study is to describe the component of 

communicative competence developed within the tasks of listening, speaking, 

reading, writing, and describe the tasks in the way they suit the theory of 

communicative competence. 
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Several studies have been carried out in the analysis of textbook and 

the task of English textbook. Study on task analysis was done by Jeckins 

(2003) in his research entitled Cumberland County Schools Task Analysis for 

Seventh Grade English Language Art. The study found that the tasks in the 

schools gave the major emphasis on reading and writing, and it suggested that 

all aspects of communication should be addressed in order for the learners to 

convey meaning accurately and consistently. In Indonesian learning context, 

some previous studies on task analysis have been conducted, for example 

Rindlowati (2008) studied the tasks in English textbook for second year 

students of Senior High School in 2006/ 2007 Academic Year. The results of 

this research showed various types of task of developing English skills such as 

question and answer, dialogues and role plays, matching activities, 

communication strategies, pictures and pictures stories, puzzles and problems, 

discussions and decisions. It is also found that there are 37 aspects of task and 

there are three principles of task in the textbook: classifying task, grading task, 

and the last is sequencing task. The next study is done by Tini (2010) with her 

research entitled A Content Analysis on Let’s Talk: An English Textbook for 

The Ninth Grade of Junior High School. The result of the study showed that 

the book covered 40.62% of communicative task; it means that the Let’s Talk 

is on average level in developing the communicative task. The result of the 

analysis also showed that the percentage of the types of material in CLT is 

75.02 %, which means that the Let’s Talk is very good in developing the 

communicative task as applied in this study.  

The study above focuses on both task and material on textbook based 

on communicative language teaching approach. However, the study that the 

writer conducts focuses only on task analysis. The previous researches 

somehow, become the basic framework of this research and hopefully this 

research can enlarge the scope of textbook analysis since the research 

observes the different book and topic. 
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2. Research Method 
To describe the variations of tasks, the writer applies descriptive 

research. According to Mc Nab (2003: 3) descriptive research deals with the 

process of gathering data that describes event, and then organizes, tabulates, 

depicts, and describes the data. The purpose of this method is describing the 

facts or phenomena accurately and systematically. This method involves 

collecting data, analyzing data, and then drawing conclusions. Loftlane 

(1998) in Moleong (2004: 112) states that the data used in qualitative research 

are in the form of words and event. The data for this research are many kinds 

of tasks presented in the book by F. A. Soeprapto and Mariana Darwis 2007. 

Meanwhile, the data source is “Linked to the World 3”, an English textbook 

for senior high school grade XII.  

In this research the writer employs the following steps in analyzing 

the data. Firstly, the writer identifies the type of task and classifies the data 

according to its type. After that, the writer interprets the research analysis and 

draw conclusion. Within the field of textbook analysis and especially task 

analysis, there are several different traditions that can be employed in 

classifying task. In order to classify the task, this research uses the language 

skill approach of classifying task. The tasks are classified into listening task, 

speaking task, reading task, and writing task. This research also aims at 

finding the components of communicative competence in each of the 

language skill. As a result, the writer interprets the task using the typology or 

task framework of communicative competence integrating the four skills 

proposed by Juan and Flor (2006: 16) that is illustrated below.  
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3. Findings and Discussion 
The writer analyzes there are some aspects of communicative 

competence developed within the tasks found in the textbook. The 

communicative competence developed in the listening task contains discourse 

competence and linguistic competence. The communicative competence 

developed within the speaking task covers all five aspects of communicative 

competence namely the discourse competence, linguistic competence, actional 

competence, strategic competence, and socio-cultural competence. The 

communicative competence developed in the reading task involves discourse 

competence, linguistic competence, actional competence, and socio-cultural 

competence. The writing tasks of the textbook give the students chance to 

build discourse competence, linguistic competence, and actional competence. 
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a. Listening Tasks 

Listening instruction can be defined as a pedagogic plan that focuses 

on any of four goals namely improving the learners’ comprehension of 

spoken language, increasing the learners’ intake from spoken input, 

developing learners’ strategies for better understanding of spoken discourse, 

and engendering a more active participation in face-to-face communication. 

To this extent, the listening tasks in the textbook are mostly in the form of 

comprehension check that is proven from the many types of tasks which are 

in the form of question and answer. In order to increase the learners’ 

language intake from spoken input, the students are given the chance to 

listen to the monologic and dialogic discourse.  

Table 1 

The Components of Communicative Competence 

Developed in Listening Task 

Number of Data 
    ∑ 

 

Communicative Competence 

DC LC SC AC Sc-C 

14, 26 2     √ √    

65 1 √     

13, 27, 39, 51, 66 5  √    

 

From the table above it can be seen that there are only two 

competences that are developed among the five components of 

communicative competence. The listening tasks presented on the textbook 

focus on developing the students’ linguistic competence. There are seven 

tasks focus on developing the students’ linguistic competence. Then, it is 

followed by discourse competence. In contrast, the strategic competence, 

actional competence and socio-cultural competence achieve no attention. 

The components of discourse competence that are developed in the 

listening task consists genre, deixis, and cohesion as it can be seen in the 

following data.  
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In your own words, rewrite the biography of Hans Christian 
Anderson based on what you have listened.  

 

1) Genre  

Genre is related to the type of text whether it is narrative, interview, 

service encounter, research report, sermon, etc. In the above data the 

students are supposed to rewrite the biography of Hans Christian 

Anderson. Writing biography is one type of narrative text since the story 

written in a biography happened in the past. Narratives deal with 

problematic events which lead to a crisis or turning point of some kind, 

which in turn finds a resolution. 

By performing the task above hopefully the students are able to 

construct a narrative text to retell the biography of Hans Christian 

Anderson. The students should write the biography using the generic 

structure of narrative text which consist orientation, evaluation, 

complication, and resolution. They should also use the significant 

lexicogrammatical features of narrative text such as the use of temporal 

conjunctions and of past tense. 

2) Deixis 

Deixis deals with connections between discourse and the situation in 

which discourse is used. Deictic words are words with a reference points 

which is speaker or writer dependent and is determined by the speaker’s or 

writer’s position in space and time (Renkema, 1992: 33).  

By rewriting the biography of Hans Christian Anderson, it means that 

the students’ position is as the speaker and Hans Christian Anderson 

becomes the object that the students should retell. So, in rewriting the 

story of Hans Christian Anderson, the students learn to use the appropriate 

personal deixis for the person they tell. Since Hans Christian Anderson is a 

male name the students should use the third person he.   

3) Cohesion 

 It focuses on reference, substitution/ ellipsis, conjunction, lexical 

chains, and parallel structure. One of the significant lexicogrammatical 
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features of narrative text is the use of temporal conjunction. Thus, in 

writing the story students learn to use the appropriate conjunction to 

correlates the sequence of events of the story.  

The listening tasks developing linguistic competence are found in the 

task of pronunciation practice, question and answer, and fulfilling incomplete 

passage. The task of pronunciation practice has correlation with the students’ 

development in phonology because it gives the students chance to imitate the 

correct sounds pronounce by the teacher. Further more there are some aspects 

of linguistic competence that are developed within question and answer task 

and fulfilling incomplete passage such as syntax, lexicon, phonology, and 

orthography. In contrast, the aspect of linguistic competence that does not 

capture attention in the listening task is the so called morphology.  

 

b. Speaking Tasks 

The speaking tasks are certainly a central focus of the textbook. The 

tasks give the students the plenty of opportunities for oral communication. 

Speaking practice takes place through the oral presentation within the group 

member, practice new language items, conversation practice, role play, and 

pronunciation practice. In the speaking tasks, the students are also asked to 

make their own dialogues with certain topics.  

The dialogue presented on the textbook are various in showing the 

relationship among speakers, whether they are friends, children-parents, or 

teachers-students. The dialogues also take place in close and open 

conversations which make it possible for the negotiation of meaning. 

Negotiation of meaning occurs when some forms of information exchange 

occurs for a real purpose thereby making the context of communication as 

relevant as the content (Hammer, 1996; Nunan 1998) as quoted by Litz. 

Having analyzed the data, the writer finds the following details of 

communicative competence developed within the task that is presented in 

the table 2 below. 
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Table 2 

The Components of Communicative Competence 

Developed in Speaking Task 

Number of Data 
∑ 

 

Communicative Competence 

DC LC SC AC Sc-C 

18 1 √ √  √  

36 1  √ √   

1, 30 2  √  √ √ 

2, 4, 6, 9, 15, 25, 

29, 33, 36, 38, 53, 

54, 56, 67, 76 

15  √  √  

5, 8, 11, 55 4  √    

6, 7, 12 3    √  

 

The above table shows that the speaking tasks of the textbook have 

given the chance to the students to improve the five components of 

communicative competence. However, the speaking tasks emphasize on 

developing linguistic competence and actional competence. It can be seen 

that most of the speaking tasks develop the students’ linguistic competence 

and actional competence. Then, it is followed by the socio-cultural 

competence.  

 

c. Reading Tasks 

The data for the reading tasks of the textbook contain 25 tasks that 

are manifested in many types for instance the question and answer, jumble 

paragraph, finding the generic structure of text, completing diagram, making 

sentence and writing conversation. The communicative competence 

developed within each task can be summarized in the following table.  
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Table 3 

The Components of Communicative Competence 

Developed in Reading Task 

Number of Data 
∑ 

 

Communicative Competence 

DC LC SC AC Sc-C 

61 1 √ √  √  

 60 1  √  √  

10, 21, 32, 33, 35, 

43, 58, 59, 62 
8 

 
√    

16, 17, 34, 40, 41, 

42, 68, 70, 71  
9 

√ 
    

69, 72, 32, 28 4 

 

 

 

  √  

 

From the above table it can be seen that most of the tasks of the 

textbook concentrate on developing discourse competence. There are ten 

tasks that focus only on developing discourse competence. The tasks are in 

the form of reading on specific genre and its generic structure, identifying 

the generic structure of certain text, and arranging paragraph into a good 

discourse mode of specific genre. Question and answer model of task often 

develops linguistic competence and actional competence. The tasks that 

develop linguistic competence are usually in the form of making sentences 

by using certain words like past tense verbs and adjectives. Thus, the aspect 

of the linguistic competence developed is mostly about lexicon or 

collocation.  

In analyzing the data of reading on genre there are some tasks that 

only ask the students to read the text with no further thing to do. It may give 

students new information or vocabulary. However, the task has very little 

thing to do with the communicative competence. It develops only the 

students’ discourse competence. Even, the task like that causes the students 
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to be unmotivated and it often makes the students reluctant to read as stated 

by Ediger (2006) in Uso-Juan and Floor (2006: 304). Thus, in developing 

the communicative task the type of task like this should be avoided. 

 

d. Writing Tasks 

Details of communicative competence developed within the writing 

skills of the textbook are summarized in the following table. 

Table 4 

The Components of Communicative Competence 

Developed in Writing Task 

Number of Data 
∑ 

 

Communicative Competence 

DC LC SC AC Sc-C 

19, 63, 64, 73, 74 8 √ √    

22, 23, 24, 31, 46, 

47, 48, 49, 50, 75, 

76, 77 

12 

 

√    

20, 44 1 √   √  

 

From the table it is clear that the writing tasks of the textbook 

emphasize the development of linguistic competence. There are a dozen 

tasks focuses on developing the students’ linguistic competence. The task of 

making sentence and changing the construction of sentence dominates the 

activity in writing tasks. Then, it is followed by the activities of writing text 

genre which improve the students’ discourse competence. There are two 

tasks that develop the students’ actional competence. However, two aspects 

of communicative competence namely the strategic competence and socio-

cultural competence are not developed in the writing tasks of the textbook.   
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4. Conclusion and the Implication for Language Teaching 
Having analyzed the data, the writer finally arrives to the conclusion 

that the textbook Linked to the World 3 has facilitated the development of 

communicative competence in good level. The communicative competence 

developed in the listening task contains discourse competence and linguistic 

competence. The communicative competence developed within the speaking 

task covers all five aspects of communicative competence namely the 

discourse competence, linguistic competence, actional competence, strategic 

competence, and socio-cultural competence. The communicative competence 

developed in the reading task involves discourse competence, linguistic 

competence, actional competence, and socio-cultural competence. The writing 

tasks of the textbook give the students chance to build discourse competence, 

linguistic competence, and actional competence.  

In Indonesia English has the role as foreign language. With regard to 

the demographic situation of the learners, the topics given in the textbook 

have been familiar with students because the topics presented are closely 

related in their daily life. Those topics are tales, life, communication, hobby, 

and future life. 

The textbook however is weak in presenting the listening tasks since 

each of the listening text is read by the teacher. To this respect the students do 

not seem to deal with such trouble in listening to the monologic discourse, but 

during the listening section to dialogic discourse the students may get 

confused since the dialog is only spoken by one person. The model of 

listening dialogic discourse that is pronounced by the teacher results on the 

minimum linguistic intake of the students in terms of the real context of 

speech act. For that reason, the listening tasks of the textbook also lack in 

developing the students’ communicative competence.  

Accordingly, the writer suggests the following things to be considered. 

1. For the textbook writers or publishers, in writing or publishing English 

textbook it would be better to give cassette or CD for the listening task to 

make it possible for the development of language competence in larger 
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scope. Since turn-taking is paramount in developing the students’ strategic 

competence, thus it is necessary to give the representative number of tasks 

that promote interaction among students. Then, instead of giving all 

folktales in introducing narrative text, textbook writers may give passages 

which someone from different culture feels odd in a situation interacting 

with someone from different culture to help students develop their socio-

cultural competence within the reading exercise. Moreover, the reading-

only task should be avoided since it can drop students to be bored and 

reluctant in doing the activity.  

2. Since the textbook Linked to the World 3 is lack in developing the 

strategic competence and socio-cultural competence, it is suggested for the 

teachers who use the textbook to give supplementary materials that give 

exposure on the real context in which communication strategies and socio-

cultural aspects are practiced. For example teachers may use English 

learning software such as Am English and Rosetta Stone or they may play 

a movie in the classroom.  

3. Since the present study only examines the tasks presented on the textbook 

using the theory of communicative competence from Celce Murcia, the 

results of the analysis need to be verified from other theories. 
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